2010: highlights
[January 2010]

Exhibition “Duzhdovnitsa”
20 photos – collages and installations were selected by an international jury and presented in the
exhibition spaces of the Festival della creatività cases, held late last year in Italy. The festival is held for
the third year in Florence, Tuscany Region, to show Europe's best achievement in visual arts, made
using new means of expression. Usually in the exhibition space run about 400 000 people for 4 days.
This Italian project requires Florence as a contemporary scene and operating a laboratory able to
influence the international debate on the definition of new models of European development and
cooperation by means of art and culture. The last festival program attended visual projects from 27
European countries, not just the individual authors, but also museums, cultural institutions, embassies
and universities. The two Bulgarian projects in the festival were: exhibition, presented by Art Movement
Krug titled "Duzhdovnitsa. Turkish life", dedicated to the simple things in the village Duzhdovnitsa, and
58-minute film about the great Bulgarian artist Christo ("Christo in Paris"), filmed in 1990 by the
American director Albert Macy. After a long and severe selection, only admitted "rural theme" of the
festival, whose edition is dedicated to the city and its future was the exposure of the Art Circle
movement. Duzhdovnitsa is presented with photographs, photo collages and photo-installations made
by KRUG team and artists from France, USA and Macedonia, visiting and working in the village in
recent years. All works are copyrighted and are protected by copyright.

[February 2010]

Duzhdovnitsa

writes

“Love

letter”

Exposure under the title "Duzhdovnitsa writes
Love letter" is open to visitors on 11 February at
11.00 am at the Art Gallery of KRUG. A
transparency with hand-written texts, which
refers to romantic love prism of life in
Duzhdovnitsa village, is exposed in the
exhibition space. This exposure is a peculiar
reference to the Day of Love – a celebration
that is fighting for international position in the
global world. "Love letter" by Duzhdovnitsa
maanés contains magical love of the local rural
festive culture, and texts of interviews
conducted by staff of the Art Circle movement
in recent years. Besides inspiring texts, visitors
can see the objects from weddings and
engagement parties – shoes and paddles (cloth
wedding) wedding Ayshegyul, red paddle
Yumyugyul wedding, white wedding oars, a gift
from Orkyan Art and stored in the house in the
village, items from local Muslim custom "Henna
gecesi" text on a candy wrapper, preserved by
Kalbie.

Hadarlez of the holiday, which reads: "The
grapes of the the wealthy are big/ but my
beloved is like a cream./Who separates us – let
fall like a poplar... "
Between love "confessions" can be seen and
sad texts passed down from generation to
generation: "Mulberry has blossomed of shoots
/who knows my heart, /in a grave to put us /
with my love...” as maanés for helping the
Favorite: "Look at the star/ on the minaret top. /
Me, you can’t buy me easy…”
Beloved girls likened to the "stars" and "love
letters" equivalent to love haiku from world
literary treasure ("Mulberry has blossomed of
shoots / who knows my heart / in a grave to put
us / with my baby”…), represent local traditions
of the village on the Day of Love - February 14.

[April 2010]

Krug presents the "Multicultural City" in an Euro-Mediterranean Forum

In March KRUG Art Movement took part in
debates and cultural events within EuroMediterranean Forum in Barcelona. The Forum
aimed to expand the cultural dialogue between
EU and Mediterranean countries, incl. Turkey.
1022 managers of civil society organizations
from 43 countries in the Euro-Mediterranean
region presented a variety of intercultural
practices and policies related to the intercultural
cooperation process. The event was covered by
52 international media. KRUG presented a
special multimedia concept on "Multicultural city"
Initiative in the session on good international
practices. The objective of this session was to
identify not only the leading models but also the
challenges facing the multicultural world. "This is
not a project, but a long-term policy of "transfer"
of Literature and Art in the trajectory from Sofia
(capital) to Kardzhali (city) to the village of
Duzhdovnitsa and vice versa to Kardzhali (city),

in an open circle of artistic activities – literary,
visual and research, in which gradually the
community to which it is directed all this started
to play a crucial role", Radost Nikolaeva said.
KRUG presented the path traveled by team from
the Art to the Initiative named "Multicultural city",
which is implemented in partnership with the
Municipality of Kardzhali since 2008 up to now.

[April 2010]

KRUG participated in a youth meeting in Palermo
The aim of the meeting was to present “best
practices” for interreligious and intercultural
cooperation, assisting the preservation of
cultural heritage. CESIE‟ meeting attended by
representatives of youth NGOs from Italy,
France, Sweden, Israel, Palestine, Morocco,
Tunisia, Lebanon and Egypt.
Conservation of the authentic stone building
of the 100 years old school in Duzhdovnitsa
village and its transformation into an Art
house (European Cultural Youth House), and
the conception to preserve, without destroying
the former tubdispanser in Kardzhali,
becoming a House of Terlik and thus become
a reference to the now famous local festival
were rated as "good practice" by the partners
in the meeting.

At the invitation of the Italian Youth NGO
"CESIE|Centro Studi ed Iniziative Europeo”
Initiative and the Municipality of Palermo
representatives of KRUG Art movement took
part in the seminar with 28 organizations from
Europe, Africa and Asia during 17 to 25 April
in Palermo.

KRUG presented an exhibition of genuine life
in the village and a song sung by 82-year-old
Sheriff Ali Yusuf recorded by the team. Joint
initiatives of KRUG and Kardzhali Municipality
– Festival of Terlik and Initiative “Multicultural
city” – were the only experience from the
Balkans, estimated as a good regional model
for intercultural and interreligious policies.

[May 2010]

The cafes of the old Kardzhali

From the 28th of May until the 4th of June this year
the Kardzhali Municipality and KRUG art
movement have organized actions for a third time
within the Initiative „Multicultural City”, which goal is
to accent successively on different places and
events from the multicultural past of the city and to
develop the attractiveness of Kardzhali as a
modern destination, based on the multicultural
traditions and mutuality. Initiative‟2010 is opened
from the 28th of May with a day, dedicated to the
old Kardzhali cafes. On the same day an official
memorial sign is put on the building, where since
1933 until 1954 the first Armenian café was located
in the city, the name of the café owner back then
was Agop Mardik Tilkiyan. Almost two decades the
cafe was a place for meetings and a cultural center
for the Armenian community in the city. For this
event in Kardzhali the Armenian delegation, lead
by the honored council in Plovdiv Mr. Ehiyazar
Uzunyan arrived in town. The event in Kardzhali
matches the national holiday of the Republic of
Armenia.

In the day dedicated to the old Kardzhali cafes,
between the three plane trees on „Republikanska”
street was planted a special map, showing their
places as a part of the architectural history of the
city. Kardzhali „citizens can drink „Coffee on hot
sand” on this day in the complex of „Rusalka”,
invited by the young business man Ferhad Zengin
from Izmir in the city garden, and eat Armenian
cookies in „Sevan”, café owned by Magardich
Cherkishyan on “Republikanska” street. An
exhibition „Portraits and stories from the cafes of
the old Kardzhali” with photos, archives and
advertisement materials, old coffee trays and sets
from old cafes as centers of social contacts in old
Kardzhali, was opened in the art gallery from the
28th of May until the 6th of June.
Several days‟ later guests from Spain, Poland,
Slovakia and Cyprus planted trees from their
countries on the street of the cafes.

[June 2010]

Successful models for local development,
introduced in Kardzhali
30 representatives of municipal and youth
organizations, local administrations and associations
of women from rural municipalities and town halls
from Spain, Poland and Slovakia gathered on the 4th
and 5th of June in Kardzhali invited by the KRUG Art
Movement. This was the last initiative, included in this
year‟s program of „Multicultural City”. The participants
presented successful models for development of rural
municipalities and town halls in their countries.
Opportunities for cooperation in the area of culture,
tourism and alternative training for all generations in a
village were discussed. The mayor of Kardzhali eng.
Hasan Azis took part in the meeting, and presented
successful projects of the municipality, the cultural
and touring resources of the region and expressed
hope that soon we will start talking about
побратимени villages, and not only побратимени
cities. The participants discussed a proposal of
signing an agreement for future coordinated actions
and cooperation between the partners from the
participating countries and their municipalities. The
mayor of Village of Most Lyatif Mehmed Rasim invited
the guests to take part in a traditional prayer for rain in
his village, where they planted an olive sapling,
brought from the region of Aragon in Spain. This is
the first tree in the yard of the new kinder garden in
Most village. Mayors from local villages took part in
the holiday celebration in the village as well. The

general consul of the Republic of Turkey in
Plovdiv Mr. Dzhuneyt Yavuzdzhan was also a
guest. In Kardzhali the guests examined the model of
the future park “Arpezos-sever”, the marketplace and
the water mirror, and then they visited the art house in
Duzhdovnitsa and meet local people.

[June 2010]

Series of summer theater Labs in Duzhdovnitsa
By the workshop in partnership of the Youth
Theatre Studio” Boncho Urumov” Community
center to “Slavic besseda” in Sofia began cultural
season in Duzhdovnitsa Art house. Part of the
composition of the Youth Studio, which won
awards for Best Performance, Best female and
Best male role recently concluded Festival
"Ocean of Love" in Pazardzhik in 2010 and
several awards from the Theatre Festival in
Kavarna, participated in creative share with
children and young people from the local villages
Duzhdovnitsa
and
Rani
list.
Texts published in the book of KRUG Art
movement "20 expeditions in the Eastern
Rhodopes” were dramatized. The book contains
documentary interviews with elderly people and
families from the villages of the Kardzhali region.
Partners of the Community center "Ivan Vazov" in
Rani list presented local traditions - henna,
prayer for rain, niche, original Turkish songs, etc.
The average age of participants in the first
theatrical lab was 16 years.
In legendary theatrical studios, created by
Bulgarian director Boncho Urumov, have passed
such well known actors and actresses as
Vladimir Karamazov, John Bukovska, Samuel
Finzi, Ivan Radoev Zachary Baharov, Nencho
Ilchev, Ivan Laskin, Iskra Angelova, Kristina
Yaneva, George Karkelanov, Carla and Bashar
Rahal and others.

[July 2010]

Guide to the city Something-finder
On 30 July from 19.00 in the KRUG Art Gallery
opened an exhibition debut with the working
title "Guide to the City Something-finder" of the
arch. Ivan Krastev.

After spring actions for rediscovery and marking
specific locations of the urban multicultural memory,
and after her debut "Dolls of the boulevard" Petya
Zengin of Kardzhali, the interest of the organizers of
KRUG is aimed again at testing a new type of city,
regarded as the focal point between traditional visual
resources, unconventional inspirational objects and
the second term of everyday life.

This is a series of 14 large works in graphic
format 1.00 x 1.20 m, filled with mixed media
of tush, acrylic, chalk and pencils. One of the
most popular architects of the younger
generation in Kardzhali first shows in his
hometown his works of art interpreting the
theme of urban space as a projection of
individual freedom. "Character" between the
vertical geometric structures people, airy walls
of buildings in which "shines" the existence of
the inhabitants "inside", "portraits" of girls,
though naturally occurring gaps between the
rectangles and the city walls.
Arch. Ivan Krastev has designed numerous
private and public buildings in Kardzhali, he is
also author of the draft in Duzhdovnitsa Art
house and the future home/museum of the
Terlik.

[August 2010]

And the Fifth Festival Terlik in Duzhdovnitsa village is in the National cultural calendar

For the fifth time Duzhdovnitsa becomes a place
for the festival program dedicated to Terlik. For
the first time the festival is held within one month
- from 20 August to 20 September. The program
is geared towards young people in the region and
abroad, and residents. Organized art classes,
summer residences for artists and poets, national
thematic workshop "tree talk" with 10 of 112
approved candidates to participate Euro school
"Colors of Terlik” in collaboration with the
Department of Fashion Design at the Berlin
University of Applied Sciences (HTW ), one of the
most prestigious universities in Germany, where
he learned even design a mesh... During the
festival program the exhibitions and meetings
with schools in Kardzhali were organized. Some
of the participants in plain-air show films in public
and shoot film about Duzhdovnitsa life.

Implemented an arts installation with 256
miniature terliks knitted only by men of the
village, an esteemed gift for KRUG team.
Participants in this year's sessions are: Maria
Doneva – poet and playwright (Stara Zagora),
Teodora Peteva – sculptural ceramics (Sevlievo)
Cveta Stoeva – journalist and writer (Sofia),
Ivaylo Gogov – artist (Razlog), Vania Zhekova –
screenwriter, film Documentary (Sofia), Ivanka
Mogilska – writer, poet and director (Sofia),
Assen Tanovski – translator of poetry (Sofia),
Rosica Pironska – poet, translator (Teteven),
Petya Zengin – Fashion Design (Kardzhali),
Galina Dimova – artist (Kardzhali).

4[September 2010]

Artist Mario Lishevski carries the values of HTW-Berlin in Duzhdovnitsa

From 11 to 20 September 7 German students from
HTW-Berlin participating in a joint project with Art
organization “KARDZHALI”, which is supported by
both partners and the Municipality of Kardzhali.
This project will be prepared by September 2009 with
the working title "Fashion Archipelago - the colors of
Terlik and aims to" take "part of the theory and
practice of working on designs for contemporary
clothing in the school hall in an unusual environment
like Duzhdovnitsa a village, in the municipality of

Kardzhali, Bulgaria. In the last 5 years the Centre for
European residential programs in the village managed
by KRUG Art Movement creates a new kind of
"territory" for art searches, training and creative
interaction between artists from around the world with
the local lifestyle, tradition and mix of cultures.
Village Duzhdovnitsa can be defined as a kind of
"non-place": intersection between major cities, cultural
periphery, border areas (in this case between
Bulgaria, Turkey and Greece), between rural and
post-industrial areas of living in the Balkans and
Southeast Europe. Local culture is conditioned by the
influence of the Turkish tradition in language, clothing,
kitchen and beliefs, but also the Bulgarian knitting,
cross-lace color compositions in festive clothes, etc.
How to "situate" the acquired standards of dress,
design trends, the impact of big names in the industry
with the compilation of local cultures, local color
harmonies created by the spot knitted and woven
works that reflect a different view of the world and
living tradition. In the village is celebrated the only one
local celebration of Terlik in Bulgaia- knitted or woven
multicolored domestic shoe spread throughout the
Balkans, and in some countries in the Middle East.
Students from HTW-Berlin are challenged to explore
and interpret in their own designs mix of cultures,
images, rhythms and nature, which will meet face to
face while working at the Art House in the village.
Principal speaker is artist Mario Lishevski of HTWBerlin.
On September 19, participants present their projects
in graphic art house of the organization KRUG in
Duzhdovnitsa to fans and journalists.

[September 2010]

Duzhdovnitsa welcomed guests from Germany, Korea and Cameroon

The fifth edition of the Festival of Terlik in Duzhdovnitsa gathered many guests. In the square before the
Sabbath Art house and monument Terlik is busy from the morning. People have arrived from
neighboring villages. "We expect this day with excitement, because it has become one of the most
desired holiday for local residents, a tradition for Duzhdovnitsa" said Mayor Gyulhayat Khalil. She said
the village already has friends from different and distant countries – Japan, France and USA. This time,
special guests for the day of Terlik are young people from Germany, Cameroon and Korea. Students
from Berlin University of Applied Sciences and Arts visit with their leader – the talented Bulgarian artist
Mario Lishevski. Future artists and designers had prepared an exhibition of graphics from the village
and region, and musical performance by Jennifer from Cameroon which was greeted with much
applause from the audience. Very interesting was the installation of 246 pairs of small terliks, woven by
men in the village. Women and children from Duzhdovnitsa and the team had prepared from KRUG
donated crocheted slippers and artistic works for a charity bazaar in Ankara, the amounts of which are
intended for children orphans. "This celebration is unique not only in the Rhodope Mountains in Bulgaria
but in Europe. For several years in Duzhdovnitsa Art House welcomes young talents from different
countries that make a real bridge of friendship, "said Mayor Eng. Hasan Azis. He congratulated the
participants and stressed that the place had a good example of coexistence of different ethnicities and
cultures. A special congratulatory letter from the Hon. Matthias Martin Hyopfner, Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Federal Republic of Germany in Sofia was read for the
partnership between Art organization KRUG and Berlin University of Applied Sciences and Arts. Feast
of Terlik continued with a concert program with participation of school and library groups from
Duzhdovnitsa village and surrounding settlements – Enchets, Stremtsi, Jinzifovo, wide field. For all was
prepared and traditional keshkek (chicken with corn).

[October 2010]

The art as a controversy

On October 12 in “Hermes” hall in Sofia the
municipality of Kardzhali and Art organization
KRUG exhibited over 100 works made by the two
caricaturists from Istanbul Burhanettin Ardagil
and Muhittin Köroğlu. This was the first

presenting in the capital city for the exposition
donated in 2008 for the people of Kardzhali by
Burhanettin Ardagil, which contains 69 originals,
most of which have been awarded by juries all
over the world. (This was the first time the
exposition was presented in the capital city. It
contains 69 originals donated in 2008 for the
people of Kardzhali by Burhanedin Ardagil. Most
of these works have been given awards by juries
all over the world). Burhanedin Ardagil was born
in Kardzhali and left Bulgaria in 1989. 45 of the
works in the Muhittin Kioroglu exhibition are his.
Muhittin Kioroglu is also a worldwide awarded
Turkish caricaturist, illustrator and artist. (45 of
the works in the exhibition of Muhittin Kioroglu,
who is also a worldwide awarded Turkish
caricaturist, illustrator and artist, are his). The two
authors have taken part in dozens of festivals,
competitions and biennials of caricature in
Europe and Asia. They often work as a team and
apply a “double view” to the same topic which
helps implementing an entertaining dispute to the
issues of global warming, world politics, sport, the
modern battle over spheres of influence and the
typology of political leaders. They are active in
Turkish cultural life, and in encyclopedias of the
modern Turkish satirical drawings and political
satire.

